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Abstract—We develop techniques based on van Oostrom’s de-
creasing diagrams that reduce confluence proofs to the checking
of critical pairs for higher-order rewrite rules extending beta-
reduction on pure lambda-terms. We show that confluence is
preserved for a large subset of terms that contains all pure
lambda terms. Our results are applied to famous Klop’s examples
of non-confluent behaviours in lambda-calculi with convergent
rewrite rules, on the one hand, and to fragments of an encoding
in a dependent type theory augmented with rewrite rules of the
Calculus of Constructions with polymorphic universes. on the
other hand.

I. INTRODUCTION

AGDA, COQ and DEDUKTI are implementations of depen-
dent type theory that all allow for user-defined rewrite rules.
Adding rewrite rules makes it difficult to prove consistency,
unless the rewrite rules are required to satisfy some very specific
format that includes inductive types, such as the general schema
[4], which imposes critical-pair critical-pair free left-linear
rewrite rules. More permissive attempts are non-conclusive
yet [5].

The two essential properties of a type theory, consistency
and decidability of type checking, follow from three simpler
ones: type preservation, strong normalization and confluence.
In dependent type theories however, confluence is often needed
to prove type preservation and strong normalization, making
all three properties interdependent if termination is used in the
confluence proof. This circularity can be broken in two ways:
by proving all properties together within a single induction [9];
or by proving confluence on untyped terms first, and then
successively type preservation, confluence on typed terms, and
strong normalization. We develop the latter way here, focusing
on untyped confluence.

Techniques for showing confluence of higher-order depen-
dent theories developed in [7], [8] are restricted to those for
which the left-hand sides of rules are linear. We consider here
the case of non-left-linear rewrite rules. We have indeed a
specific interest in the following examples of non-left-linear
rules that pop-up when encoding type-theoretic universes:

max(X,X)→ X
F(X,X, Y )→ Y

u(X, c(X,Y ))→ Y

But non left-linear rules have a bad rewriting behaviour in
presence of β-reductions. A counter-example to termination
in the simply typed λ-calculus is given in [17]. Numerous
counter-examples to confluence in the pure λ-calculus are
given in [11], including surjective pairing which came up as

a surprise at that time. A striking one is provided by the rule
f(X,X) → a, whose interaction with a fixpoint combinator
generates diverging reductions that cannot be joined: confluence
of the pure λ-calculus can’t be preserved when adding rewrite
rules whose left-hand sides are non-linear.

Indeed, non-left-linear rules don’t behave as left-linear ones.
Consider the first-order rules f(X,Y ) → a and c → g(c).
Then, f(c, c) rewrites to a using the first rule. It also rewrites to
f(c, g(c)) using the second rule. Since the first rule still applies
to f(c, g(c)), we get the same result a, although a bit more
painfully. Now, assume the first rule is f(X,X)→ a. Then,
f(c, c) still rewrites to a, but f(c, g(c)) does not anymore. We
need to rewrite the first subterm c first to get another copy of
g(c). So, rewriting below a redex may destroy that redex, and,
as a result, the so-called ancestor peaks do not commute nicely
anymore, requiring an additional rewrite step from f(c, g(c)),
hence destroying the so-called strong confluence property, or,
in modern terms, van Oostrom’s decreasing diagram property.
Adding now the new rule f(X, g(X))→ b breaks confluence
since f(c, c) can now rewrite to a and b, both in normal form.

One can also say that adding the rule c → g(c) to the
system {f(X,X)→ a, f(X, g(X))→ b}, which is confluent
since terminating and critical pair free, breaks its confluence.
Since that rule mimics a fixpoint, adding the untyped lambda
calculus to that systems destroys its confluence as well. The
point is that these two rules have a hidden critical pair, since
c and g(c) are now equated by the fixpoint rule. In case all
those critical pairs are joinable, as is not the case in this
example, then confluence is preserved [14]. Since the proof
uses van Oostrom’s decreasing diagrams, the ancestor peak
in the previous paragraph must be made decreasing. This is
done by using a rewrite relation, called sub-rewriting, such
that f(u, v)−→a and f(u, g(v))−→b, provided u and v can
be equated with the added fixpoint rule, which has the effect of
linearizing the appropriate instances of the non-linear rules. The
confluence proof is then done by induction on a stratification
of terms by layers which are used as labels for van Oostrom’s
decreasing diagrams.

In the previous example, the outside redex f(c, c) and the
inside redexes c belong to two different layers, one being below
the other. The point is that sub-rewriting, here, is layer non-
increasing, a requirement for using the previous technique.
The beta rule being layer increasing, this technique falls
apart. Indeed, adding non-left-linear rules does not preserve
confluence of the pure lambda calculus, as shown by Klop.



The question then becomes: on which subset(s) of terms is
confluence preserved ? and what kind of stratification can be
used that makes beta be layer non-increasing ? We shall define
meaningfull such subsets by means of a very simple typing
system based on integers as base types which ensures that
non-linear variables of a left-hand side of rules are substituted
by terms of a strictly smaller layer than the left-hand side
instance itself. These integers will define the layers we need to
carry out the technique. It turns out that this generalizes another
technique, called confinement, whose idea is to have two layers:
a bottom layer made of pure first-order terms, which cannot
contain beta-redexes as subterms, and an upper layer for the
other terms [1]. Non-linear rewrite rules are then restricted to
the bottom layer, hence must be first-order, higher-order rules
being left-linear.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes our
model of higher-order rewriting and Section III introduces
an abstract notion of term layering satisfying some axioms.
We show in Section IV that confluence of the λ-calculus is
preserved by adding rules whose critical pairs are joinable by a
decreasing diagram. The proof is done by induction on layers,
the induction step being carried out thanks to van Oostrom’s
decreasing diagram theorem. In Section V, we describe our
technique for defining layers in practice, and apply it to Klop’s
examples as well as to ours. Significance of the results is
discussed in conclusion.

II. THE HIGHER-ORDER REWRITING CALCULUS λF [7]

Given an untyped annotated lambda calculus generated by a
vocabulary made of three pairwise disjoint sets, a signature F
of function symbols, a set X of variables, and a set Z of meta-
variables, we are interested in the calculus λF , whose reduction
relation extends the β-rule of the underlying λ-calculus by a
set R of user-defined rewrite rules built over that vocabulary.

A. Terms in λF

λF is a mix of the pure annotated lambda-calculus and
Klop’s combinatory reduction systems [11], that fits with
incarnations of dependent type theory such as AGDA, COQ and
DEDUKTI, which allow for rewrite rules. Terms are those of
the annotated lambda calculus enriched with F-headed terms
of the form f(u) with f ∈ F and meta-terms of the form Z|v]
with Z ∈ Z . Only variables can be abstracted over. Elements
of the vocabulary have arities, denoted by vertical bars as in
|f |. Variables have arity zero, meta-variables have a maximum
arity. The set of terms, TλF , is defined by the grammar:

u, v := x ∈ X | (u v) | λx :u.v | f(u) | Z[v]
where f ∈ F , |u| = |f |, Z ∈ Z and |v| ≤ |Z|

Our abstraction operator ′′λx : .′′ has arity 2: our syntax
is slightly richer than usual in order to enable abstracting
step by step derivation in typed lambda calculi by derivations
in λF . The calculus without annotation being of course
itself an abstraction of λF , all results presented here adapt
straightforwardly to that calculus by forgetting annotations. We

will use this facility unannounced in examples originating from
non-dependent typed lambda calculi.

Following usage, we don’t duplicate parentheses, writing
f(x y) for f((x y)), and use brackets instead of parentheses for
meta-variables. We use the small letters f, g, h, . . . for function
symbols and x, y, z, . . . for variables, and reserve capital letters
X,Y, Z, . . . for meta-variables. When convenient, a small letter
like x may denote any variable in X∪Z .

We use the notations | | for various quantities besides arities,
e.g., the length of a list, the size of an expression, the cardinality
of a set, [m..n] for the list of natural numbers from m to n,
and u[m..n] for the finite sublist um . . . un of u.

Unlike function symbols and Klop’s meta-variables, meta-
variables here have an arity which is not fixed, but bounded, a
handy feature used in DEDUKTI that avoids writing complex
applications of variable length as in (X a) and (((X a)b)c).

Positions in terms are words over the natural numbers
(assuming |λx : .| = 2), using · for concatenation, Λ for
the empty word, P/p for {q : p ·q ∈ P}, ≤P for the prefix
order (above), ≥P for its inverse (below), >P for the strict
part of ≥P , p#q for ¬(>P ∨≤P) (parallel), and p >P Q for
∀q ∈ Q : p >P Q.

Given a term M , we use Var(M) and MVar(M) for its sets
of free variables and of meta-variables respectively, M(p) for
its symbol at positions p, and Pos(M), VPos(M), MPos(M)
for the following respective sets of positions of M : all positions,
the positions of free variables, and of meta-variables. A term
M is ground if Var(M)=∅, closed if MVar(M)=∅, and
linear if |MPos(M)| = |MVar(M)|.

As usual, meta-variables, hence terms in TλF , belong to
the meta-language. On the other hand, variables belong to the
language, whose set of closed terms is denoted by T .

B. Substitutions

A substitution is a mapping from a finite set of variables and
meta-variables to terms, written σ={x1 7→M1, . . . , xn 7→Mn},
or σ = {x 7→ M}, where ar(Mi) ≥ ar(xi), which extends
to an arity-preserving and capture-avoiding homomorphism
on terms as defined next. Let Dom(σ) = {x1, . . . , xn} ⊆
X ∪Z be the domain of σ while Ran(σ) =

⋃n
i=1 Var(Mi)∪

MVar(Mi) is its image. By convention, we write σ(xi) for
Mi. As in λ-calculus, substituting in terms requires renaming
bound variables to avoid capturing free ones. Using post-fixed
notation, applying a substitution to a term is therefore defined
as follows: xiσ=Mi; yσ=y if y 6∈ Dom(σ); f(t)σ=f(tσ);
(u v)σ = (uσ vσ); and (λx.u)σ = λz.u({x 7→ z})σ where
z 6∈ Dom(σ) ∪ Ran(σ) (x needs not be renamed in z if it
already satisfies the condition). Assuming now Z 7→ λx.s ∈ σ,
where s is not an abstraction, the additional rule for meta-
variables, inspired from Klop’s definition of substitutions in
the case of fixed arities [11], is as follows:

1) |u| = m ≤ n = |x|, then
Z[u]σ = λx[m+1..n].s{x[1..m] 7→ uσ},
(replacement of missing arguments of Z is delayed)



2) m > n, then (since ar(s) ≥ |Z| − |x| ≥ |u| − |x| > 0)
s = Y [t] and u = v w with |v| = n and |Y | − |t| ≥ |w|,
in which case Z[u]σ = Y [t{x 7→ vσ}, wσ].

The result tσ of substituting the term t is called an instance of
t, and the operation itself an instantiation. The substitution σ
is ground (resp., closed) when so are all Mi’s. A substitution
σ can be restricted to or deprived from (meta-)variables in
some set V , written σ|V and σ\V respectively.

Let for example s be the term f(X((x y), y)), where
X has two arguments, (x y) and y, and σ be the substi-
tution {X 7→ λx′y′z′.g(x′, y′, z′), y 7→ a}. Then, we get
sσ = f(λz′.g((x y)σ, yσ, z′σ)) = f(λz′.g((x a), a, z′)).
Let us now compare with the instance by σ of the term
u = f((X (x y)) y), in which X is applied successively
to (x y) and y. Then uσ = f((λx′y′z′.g(x′, y′, z′) (x a)) a).
We can see that uσ reduces to sσ in two β-steps: substitutions
of meta-variables hides those reductions.

Substitutions are extended to sequences of terms and to
substitutions as expected. We use σ|Y for the restriction of σ
to Y ∩ Dom(σ) and postfix notation for the application of σ
to a term t, writing tσ, or to a vector of terms t, writing tσ,
or to a substitution τ , writing τσ, and call tσ (resp., tσ, τσ)
the instance of t (resp., t, τ ) by σ. The notation Pos(σ) will
have the obvious meaning of a sequence of Dom(σ)-indexed
sets of positions.

C. Splitting

Given a term u and a list P ={pi}i=ni=1 of parallel positions
in u, we define the term obtained by splitting u along P as
uP = u[Z1(x1)]p1 . . . [Zn(xn)]pn (u is cut below P ) and its
associated substitution by uP = {Zi 7→ λxi.u|pi}i=ni=1 (u is
cut above P ), where, for all i ∈ [1, n], xi is the list of all
variables of u|pi bound in u above pi and Zi is a fresh meta-
variable of arity (exactly) |xi|. The definition of substitution
for meta-variables ensures that uPu

P =u.
Splitting a term t at the set of parallel positions K of its

meta-variables, yields a linear term tlin called linearization of
t, the substitution t

K being a mapping from MVar(tlin) to
MVar(t).

Our use of splitting in this paper will be systematic unless it
alters readability for no good reason. This invention permitted
by Klop’s notion of meta-variable, is the only technique we
know of which allows to manipulate terms with binders safely,
in case renaming of variables needs to take place independently
in a term and in its context, as it will happen here.

D. Reductions

Arrow signs used for rewriting will often be decorated, below
by a name, and above by a position p or set of positions P , as
in s

p−→
R
t or by a property that this position or set of positions

satisfies, as in u
<Pp−→
R
v, u

≥Pp−→−→
R

v or u
#P−→−→
R

v.

Given a reduction relation −→, s
p←−

L→R
u

q−→
G→D

t is a local peak,
of which there are 3 categories: disjoint if p#q, ancestor if
p ≥P q · FL, and overlapping if q ∈ p · FPos(L). Confluence
proofs are usually based on the analysis of local peaks.

Two different kinds of reductions coexist in λF , functional
and higher-order reductions. Both are meant to operate on
closed terms. However, rewriting open terms will sometimes
be needed, in which case rewriting is intended to rewrite all
their closed instances at once.

E. Functional reductions

Functional reduction is the relation on terms generated
by the rule (λx.u v)−→

βα
u{x 7→ v}. The usually omitted

α-index stresses that renaming bound variables, called α-
conversion, is built-in. As is customary [16], the particular
case for which v is a variable is denoted by β0. Instan-
tiating a β0-step may yield a full β-step. For example,
s = (λx.(λy.g(y) x) a)

1·1−→
β0

(λx.g(x) a)
Λ−→
β
g(a) while

s
Λ−→
β

(λy.g(y) a)
Λ−→
β
g(a). This is our main motivation for

using Klop’s notion of substitution for meta-variables, whose
benefits will appear all along the paper.

F. Higher-order reductions

Higher-order reductions result from rules whose left-hand
sides are higher-order patterns in Miller’s or Nipkow’s
sense [15], although they need not be typed here:

Definition 1 (Pattern): A pre-redex of arity n in a term L is
an unapplied meta-term Z[x] whose arguments x are n pairwise
distinct variables. A pre-pattern is a ground β-normal term all
of whose meta-variables occur in pre-redexes. A pattern is a
pre-pattern which is not a pre-redex.

It is important to assume, as does Nipkow, that pre-patterns
are β-normal. Note that erasing types from a Nipkow’s pattern
yields a pattern in our sense, since his pre-redexes being of
base type, they cannot be applied.

Observe that pre-redexes in pre-patterns can only occur at
parallel positions, whose set plays a key rôle:

Definition 2 (Fringe): The fringe FL of a pre-pattern L is
the set of parallel positions of its pre-redexes. We denote by
FPos(L) = {p∈Pos(L) : p<P FL} the (non-empty) set of
functional positions of the pre-pattern L, and by MVar(L, o),
for o ∈ FL, the meta-variable Z such that L|o = Z[x]. We
also define Fβ = {11, 2} for convenience.

Example 1: The term L = f(λxyz.g(X[x, y, z], X[x, y]))
is a pattern. Its pre-redexes are the terms X[x, y, z] and
X[x, y]. Its fringe is the set FL = {15, 14 · 2}. The term
(f(λxyz.g(X[x, y, z]) (a X)) is also a pattern, its fringe is
the set {16, 22}. Terms f(λx.X[x, x]), f(X[a]), f(X[Y ]), and
f(X Y ), are no patterns.

Note that the set of functional positions coincides with the
usual notion for first-order terms.

We can now define higher-order rules and rewriting:
Definition 3 (Rule): A (higher-order) rule is a triple

i :L→R, whose (possibly omitted) index i is a natural number,
left-hand side L is a pattern, and right-hand side R is a ground
β-normal term such that MVar(R) ⊆MVar(L). The rule is
left-linear if L is linear.

So, rules are pairs of (specific) ground terms. They may
have meta-variables, but don’t admit free variables. This allows



to clearly separate the object language (which has no meta-
variables), from the meta-language (which has meta-variables).
Rules, critical pairs and and splittings belong to the meta-
language, which serves analyzing the properties of the language.
The role taken by free variables in first-order rules is therefore
taken here by meta-variables of arity zero.

Definition 4 (Higher-order untyped rewriting): Given an
open term u, a position p∈Pos(u), and a rule i :L→R, then
u rewrites with i at p, written u

p−→
i
v, iff u|p=Lγ for some

substitution γ, and v = u[X[x]]p{X 7→ λx.Rγ} = u[Rγ]p,
where x is the list of variables of u|p which are bound above
the position p in u. We write u

p−→
R
v for ∃i ∈ R.u p−→

i
v.

Let’s now make our splitting notations fully explicit. When-
ever u

p−→
i
v, we have by definition:

• up = u[X[x]]p and up = {X 7→ λx.u|p} with x variables
bound above p in u

• u = upu
p = up{X 7→ λx.u|p} = up{X 7→ λx.Lγ}

• v = up{X 7→ λx.Rγ}, hence vp = up, vp = {X 7→
λx.Rγ} and v|p = Rγ.

Example 2: Let L = der(λx.sin(F [x]) → R =
λx.cos(F [x]), and take for σ the identity substitution {F 7→
λx.x}. Then, Lσ = der(sin(x)) and Rσ = cos(x), hence
der(sin(x))−→cos(x).

In sharp contrast with Nipkow [15], we observe that we
need not matching modulo β0 explicitely, since the needed
β0-steps are now hidden in Klop’s definition of substitution for
meta-variables. Nor do we assume that u, or v, is β-normal,
or even β-normal up to position p. We cannot for two reasons:
β-normal forms may not exist on the one hand, and on the
other hand, we need monotonicity and stability properties:

Lemma 1 (Splitting Above): Let s
q

−−−→
L→R

t.

Then, sq−−−→
L→R

σ and t = sqσ.

Lemma 2 (Monotonicity): Let s
p

−−−→
L→R

t and u a term such

that q∈Pos(u). Then, u[s]q
q·p
−−−→
L→R

u[t]q .

Lemma 3 (Stability): Let s
p

−−−→
L→R

t and σ a substitution.

Then sσ
p

−−−→
L→R

tσ.

Monotonicity and stability extend to rewriting at a set of
parallel positions P .

Lemma 4 (Substitution Lemma): Let u
p−→
R
v and σ−→

R
τ .

Then, uσ −→−→
R

vτ .

G. Rewrite theories

Definition 5: A λF-rewrite theory is a pair (F ,R) made
of a user’s signature F and a set R of higher-order rewrite
rules on that signature, defining the rewrite relation of λF as
−→
R∪βα

, also written −→
Rβ

.

Rewrite theories are used in recent version of AGDA and
COQ [5], and in DEDUKTI [3] to define the conversion rule
of the calculus, which is, as is customary, untyped (but
type-preserving and operating on typed terms). The rewrite

relation implemented in DEDUKTI is indeed the one we just
described, Klop’s notion of substitution for meta-variables
being implemented via a dedicated mechanism.

In this paper, we are interested in rewrite theories whose
left-hand sides of rules may be non-linear, and whose rewrite
relation is therefore non-confluent. Yet, non-linear rewrite theo-
ries occur in practice, for example when encoding polymorphic
universes in DEDUKTI.

The precise problem we address is to approximate the subset
of closed terms on which confluence of beta-reductions is
preserved, assuming the rules in R satisfy some reasonable
assumptions. Finding a meaningful one is an open problem.

H. Critical peaks

Our goal is to reduce confluence in λF to the checking of
finitely many minimal overlapping peaks of R called critical:

Definition 6 (Critical peak): Given rules L→R,G→D∈
R and position p∈FPos(L) such that L|p = G has most gen-

eral unifier σ, then Rσ
Λ
←−−−
L→R

Lσ = Lσ[G|pσ]p
p

−−−→
G→D

Lσ[Dσ]p

is a critical peak of G→ D onto L→ R at position p.
Note that this definition is exactly the same as that of a first-

order critical peak, the only difference being the unification
algorithm used. Once more, this is a benefit of Klop’s notion
of substitution for meta-variables.

Higher-order unification of (untyped) patterns is described
in [7] for linear patterns, and its extension to non-linear ones is
sketched without proof, but follows the standard path. We will
take the existence and computation of a most general unifier for
granted. Assuming that rewrite rules are typed checked, they
are in AGDA,COQ,DEDUKTI, then these assumptions follow
indeed from typed pattern unification.

III. LAYERED REWRITING

Stratification of terms is at the core of our technique for
proving confluence of rewriting on nthe set T of closed terms.
First, we introduce a first level of confined terms (and rewrites)
before to give the requirements for the whole hierarchy of
closed terms. Rewriting can therefore be classified by levels
according to that hierarchy. We then introduce sub-rewriting,
in which a non-linear variable in a rule may be instantiated by
different terms provided they are joinable in a strictly lower
level, and state its basic properties, including a reduction of
its overlapping peaks to the higher-order critical peaks we just
defined. We end up recalling orthogonal λ-reductions.

A. Confinement

Confinement was introduced in [1], the only work we are
aware of, apart Klop’s thesis [12], that addresses the problem
of confluence of a set of higher-order rules containing possibly
non-left-linear rules. These rules, called confined, can only
rewrite terms belonging to a subset of first-order terms. Being
first-order, the confluence of these rules can be checked by
standard methods. Blending them with left-linear higher-order
rules is however a non-trivial problem.

The signature F is therefore split into two disjoint subsets,
Fc, the set of confined function symbols, and Fu, the set of



unconfined function symbols, so that F=Fc ∪Fu. We denote
by Tc⊆TλF the set of confined expressions, i.e., the first-order
terms built over Fc ∪ X .

Accordingly, the rewrite system R is split into two disjoint
sets of rules, Rc and Ru, so that R=Rc∪Ru. Rules in Rc
are confined, they operate on the set of confined first-order
expressions. We don’t actually need to know what these rules
are, we won’t need them but the rewrite relation they generate
on confined terms. Rules in Ru are higher-order rules, possibly
non-left-linear, which operate on non-confined expressions.

B. Term layering

From now on, we assume a subset L ⊂ T of so-called
layered terms partitioned into pairwise disjoint sets Ln of
terms annotated with n ∈ N. We write L≤n :=

⋃
k≤n Lk.

Variables need have a level too, hence are pairs of the form
x : n. Substitutions are then written {xi : ni 7→ ui}i, where
ni is a level. A meta-variable in a rule has no level, it will
be determined when matching a given closed term against
that rule. More generally, non-closed terms have no level. In
particular, the left-hand and right-hand sides of a rule have no
level.

Definition 7: A substitution σ is well-layered if ∀x : n 7→
u ∈ σ : u ∈ L≤n. We denote by WLS their set.

We assume the following properties of layered terms::
• (H0) L0 = Tc
• (H1) t ∈ Ln and tB u implies u ∈ L≤n
• (H2) t ∈ Ln and t−→

Rβ
u implies u ∈ L≤n

• (H3) t ∈ Ln and σ ∈WLS implies tσ ∈ L≤n
• (H4) L→ R ∈ R and Llinσ ∈ Ln implies ∀p ∈ FnlL :
Xpσ∈L<n

Consider for example the rule F (X,X, Y ) → Y , and let
u ∈ Lm, v ∈ L≤m, w ∈ Ln. Then, according to (H1), (H4)
and (H3), the term F (u, v, w) belongs to Lm+1 if m ≥ n and
to Ln if n ≥ m+ 1.

As can be guessed, our goal is to describe techniques
for showing that the derivation relation −→

Rβ
, which cannot

be confluent on T if R contains non-left-linear rules, is
nevertheless confluent on L. To make sense, L should be
a large enough subset of closed terms. In particular, it should
contain all instances of L and R by a well-layered substitution
σ whenever L→ R ∈ R and Lσ and Rσ are closed terms. We
shall see that L can be made indeed very large. In particular,
it will contain the whole set of pure λ-terms.

C. Level Rewriting

Let −→ a rewriting relation, possibly rewriting several
redexes at once. Its steps can be labeled by a property of
their levels:

Definition 8 (Level rewriting): Let u P−→
L→R

v for some u∈L,
set of positions P and rule L→R. We say that u rewrites to v

- at level n, written u
P
−−−→
L→R,n

v, if ∀p ∈ P : u|p ∈ Ln,

- below level n, written u
P

−−−−−−→
L→R,<n

v, if ∀p∈P : u|p∈L<n

The rule name L → R may be omitted, or replaced by
R when convenient. Using the wording layered reductions is
reserved to plain rewriting, in which case P is a singleton set.

Note that we don’t care about the level of the whole term
u, only the redexes’ levels play a rôle.

Lemma 5: Let −→ be a monotonic, stable relation on terms.
Then −→

n
and −→

≤n
are monotonic, and −→

≤n
is stable

D. Sub-rewriting

A main idea of the confluence proof to come is to proceed
by induction on the level of terms in L. In order to prove
confluence at level n+1, the induction hypothesis will therefore
guarantee confluence at all levels up to n. This remark is at
the heart of the sub-rewriting relation.

Sub-rewriting was introduced in [13] and developed further
in [14]. Assuming an instance of a left-hand side of rule belongs
to some level, its non-linear variables must be instantiated by
terms of a strictly lower level by (H4). This allows to equalize
different values of a non-linear variable by rewriting recursively
at a strictly lower level. Although concrete levels in [14] are
completely different from the abstract levels defined here, as
well as from the concrete levels defined in Section V, similar
techniques apply. Properties are proved when new.

From now on, we may denote by −→ the relation −−−→
Rβ

.

Definition 9 (Sub-rewriting): A term u ∈ L sub-rewrites
to a term v at position p ∈ Pos(u) for some rule L → R,
written u B

p−→
R
v, if there exists a substitution θ such that

u
≥Pp·FnlL
−−−−→−→ u[Lθ]p

p
−−−→
L→R

u[Rθ]p = v.

The term u|p is called a sub-rewriting redex of u at p, the
substitution θ is an equalizer of L, and the rewrite steps from
u|p to Lθ constitute the corresponding equalization steps.

We can of course categorize sub-rewriting by levels, with
the expected notation. Note that in case L → R ∈ Rc, then
sub-rewriting coincides with plain rewriting, saving us from
using a specific notation for confined rewriting.

A simple, important property of a sub-rewriting redex, which
illustrates the informal introduction of the definition, is that
it is an instance of a linearized left-hand side of rule, and
that equalization steps operate at a strictly lower level. This is
expresed by the following property:

Lemma 6: Let u B
p

−−−→
R

v. Then there exist a rewrite rule

L→ R ∈ R, substitutions σ, τ, δ, and an integer n such that:

1) u B
p

−−−→
L→R,n

v

2) Dom(σ) =MVarl(L), Dom(τ) =MVarnl(Llin) and
Dom(δ) =MVarnl(L)

3) u|p = Llin(σ ∪ τ) and v = u[R(σ ∪ δ)]p
4) ∀Xp ∈MVarnl(Llin) (τ(Xp)−→−→

<n
δ(X))

Proof. 1 follows from (H1). 2 and 3 are clear, 4 is trivial if
L→ R ∈ Rc, and follows from (H4) and (H2) otherwise. ♦

Lemma 7 (Monotonicity): Let s[t]p and s[u]p be layered

terms such that t B
q

−−−→
R,n

u. Then s[t] B
p·q
−−−→
R,n

s[u].



Proof. By monotonicity of higher-order rewriting and (H1). ♦
Lemma 8 (Stability): Let t B

p
−−−→
R,n

u and assume that σ is

well-layered. Then tσ B
p

−−−→
R,≤n

uσ.

Proof. By stability of higher-order rewriting and (H3). ♦

E. Sub-rewriting peaks

A sub-rewriting equalization step uses rules fron Rc, Ru, as
well as the beta rule. As a consequence, the characterization of
a sub-rewriting overlapping peak s

p
←−−−
L→R

Cu B
p·q
−−−→
G→D

t such that

q <P FL involves unifying L|q with G modulo R ∪ β. In
general, there would be no set of most general unifiers and
confluence would then not be checkable. Our goal is therefore
to find conditions that reduce sub-rewriting overlapping peaks
to critical higher-order peaks.

A first condition allowing us to reduce unification of two
patterns modulo R ∪ β to higher-order unification of those
patterns is that the equalization processes from u to s and u
to t preserve Llin and Glin. This the rôle of:

Definition 10 (Linear independence): A set of rules R is
linearly independent if any two rules L → R,G → D ∈ R
satisfy the linear independence property:
∀p ∈ Pos(L) such that Llin and Glin are renamed apart

and unify at p, then
1) ∀q ∈ FPos(G) such that p · q >P FnlL , G|q is unifiable

with no linearized left-hand side of a rule in R;
2) ∀p · q ∈ FPos(L) such that q >P FnlG , L|p·q is not

unifiable with any linearized left-hand side of rule in R.
Any pattern L unifies with a renaming of itself at the root,

but in that case, it is easy to see that no check is to be performed.
Likewise, any two linear rules satisfy linear independence, and,
since patterns are β-normal and the β-rule is left-linear, R∪β
is linearly independent if so is R.

Example 3: Let R= {f(X, f(X,Y )→R, f(Z,Z)→D}.
Checking linear independence requires considering all three
possibilities of unifying one (linearized) left-hand side with a
subterm of the (linearized) other:

1) f(X, f(X,Y )) with itself at position 2, giving the
solvable equation f(X1, f(X2·1, Y )) = f(X ′2·1, Y ′).
No check is needed here, the condition is satisfied;

2) f(Z,Z) with f(X, f(X,Y )) at position 2, giving the
solvable equation f(Z1, Z2) = f(X2·1, Y )). Again, no
check is to be performed.

3) f(Z,Z) with f(X, f(X,Y )) at position Λ, giving the
solvable equation f(Z1, Z2) = f(x1, f(X2·1, Y )). Then,
we need to check whether f(X,Y ) is unifiable with any
one of the two (linearized) left-hand sides, and indeed,
it is with both f(Z1, Z2) and f(X ′1, f(X ′2·1, Y ′)).

R is thus not linearly independent, but replacing f(X, f(X,Y ))
by f(X, g(X,Y ) yields a linearly independent set.

Our new assumption is therefore that
• (H5) R is linearly independent.
We need yet another property of the linear unification

problem Llin|p = Glin:

Definition 11: Two rules L → R,G → D such that the
unification problem Llin|p = Glin has a solution σ which
satisfies some equation of the form Xo = u[Xq], where u[Xq]
is a non-variable term, are said to be in linear occur-check.

In that definition, Xo and Xq , following our notations, are
two meta-variables renaming a same meta-variable X from L
or G.

The existence of a linear occur check implies of course that
L|p and G are not unifiable, the solutions of such equations
being infinite rational terms. In the absence of linear occur
check, let σ be the most general unifier of Llin|p = Glin. The
occur-check order on variables is defined by X <oc Y iff Xoσ
is a strict subterm of Y qσ for some positions o, q.
• (H6) No two rules of Ru are in linear occur check.
Note that if one of L|p and G is linear, then L → R and

G→ D cannot be in linear occur-check.
A last assumption resembles Toyama’s variable condition [2]:
• (H7) L→R satisfies TVC at p∈FPos(L) if the context
L[ ]p and the subterm L|p of L at p have no meta-variable
in common.

Under these assumptions, we can show that overlapping
sub-rewriting peaks reduce to instances of critical peaks:

Lemma 9 (Overlapping peak lemma):
Let R be a rewriting system satisfying assumptions (H1)

to (H6), and confluent on L<n. Let s
q

←−−−
L→R,n

Cu B
q·p
−−−→
G→D,m

t be a

closed overlapping sub-rewriting local peak. Then, the equation
L|p=G has most general unifier ρ s.t.

1) v
Λ

←−−−−−
L→R,n′

Lρ = Lρ[Dρ]p
p

−−−−−→
G→D,m′

w is a critical peak of

G→ D onto L→ R at p
2) s−→−→

<n
vδ and t−→−→

<n
wδ for some closed substitution δ

(t−→−→
<m

wδ if L→R satisfies (H7) at p)

Proof. By monotonicity, we can assume that q = Λ wlog.
The proof is illustrated at Figure 9.

By Lemma 6, u = Llinστ with Dom(σ) ⊆MVarnl(L),
Dom(τ)⊆MVarl(L), σ−→−→

<n
σ′ (by (H3), (H1) and (H2)),

and u−→−→L(σ′ ∪ τ)s′
Λ−→

L→R
R(σ′ ∪ τ) = s. By the same

token, u|p=Glinγθ with Dom(γ)⊆MVarnl(G), Dom(θ)⊆
MVarl(G), γ−→−→

<m
γ′ and u|p−→−→G(γ′∪θ)t′ Λ−→

G→D
D(γ′∪θ)=

t. It follows that Llin|p and Glin unify with most general unifier
σ. Let H be the term Lσ = Lσ[Gσ]p, and FH its fringe.

All steps in the derivation from u to L(σ′ ∪ τ) must be at
positions below FH , since otherwise, the first one falsifying
this property would falsify linear independence of R∪β, which
follows from (H5). This is true as well of the derivation from
u to L(σ ∪ τ)[G(γ′ ∪ θ)]p. Therefore, s′ and t′ coincide with
H at all positions above FH , and since H is linear, s′ = Hδ
and t′ = Hϕ for some substitutions δ and ϕ respectively.

We construct now derivations from s′ and from t′ to a
common reduct u′ which is at the same time an instance of
H (since H is linear), of L, and of L[G]p, hence unifying
L|p and G. To this end, we need to equalize, for each meta



variable X ∈ MVar(L) ∪ MVar(G), and for each of its
occurrences Xo ∈ MVar(H), the values of Xoδ and Xoϕ
when they differ, hence defining a term Hρ = Lρ = Lρ[Gρ]p
(we use here the fact that H,L,G have no meta-variable name
in common). Note that, despite the fact that we have equalized
the non-linear variables only, a linear variable Y may have
different values by δ and ϕ in case it is a variable of, say G,
sitting above a non-linear variable X of L in the overlap.

The construction is by induction on the number of meta-
variables of H that have a different value by δ and ϕ. If there
is none, we are done. Otherwise, by (H6), we select a maximal
subset S of meta-variables of H which are both equivalent
and minimal in the occur-check order. Such a subset can’t be
reduced to linear meta-variables, since the only way for such
a Y to have different values by δ and τ is to depend upon a
non-linear meta-variable X , and since Y must be minimal in
the occur-check order, then Y = X and X must belong to S
by maximality. Therefore, by (H4) and (H3), for all variables
X ∈ S, Xδ ∈ T<n and Xϕ ∈ T<m. Since all these terms
occur at parallel positions, and m ≤ n by (H1), we can use
our confluence assumption for all those terms at once, hence
defining ρ for all variables in S. Note that the derivation from
s′ (resp., t′) operates at levels strictly below n. So does of
course the derivation from t′ to u′, but in case (H7) is satisfied,
all meta-variables of H that possibly have different values by
δ and ϕ are meta-variables from Glin, hence belong to T<m,
and the derivation operates at levels strictly smaller than m.
We then conclude the construction by induction hypothesis,
yielding U ′ = Hρ = Lρ = Lρ[Gρ]p, the derivations from s′

and t′ to u′ satisfying the announced level requirements.
Since u′ is an instance of both L and L[G]p then G unifies

with L at G with most general unifier ρ, hence giving rise
to the announced critical pair, so that u′ = Lσρ. We are left
with routine calculations for commuting the two derivations
originating from s′ (resp., t′), and conclude the proof. ♦

F. Orthogonal functional reductions
Tait’s proof of confluence for the lambda calculus is based

on using what he calls parallel β-reductions, that are called
orthogonal β-reductions in [7], a terminology we also prefer.
Writing a term u as uKuK for some set K of parallel
positions of u, the idea is that an orthogonal rewrite step
rewrites simultaneously in uK and uK . Tait chooses an arbitrary
splitting set K, while we choose a canonical one. This choice
is a matter of convenience, parallel rewriting with left-linear
non-overlapping rules being strongly confluent for all choices.

Definition 12: Let P be a set of m parallel positions, K =
{ki}i be a set of n positions such that ∀k ∈ K ∃p ∈ P :
k >P p, and Q be a set of n sets of positions {Qi}i. Then
we define P ⊗K Q = P ∪ {ki · q : i ∈ [1..n] and q ∈ Qi}.

Consider a set of positions P . We can always write P =
O ⊗K Q, where O = Pmin and K = (P \ O)min, Q being
then uniquely defined. The triple (O,K,P ) is called canonical
splitting of P .

Definition 13: Orthogonal β-rewriting the term u to the

term v at a set of positions P ⊆ Pos(u), denoted u
P
⊗=⇒ v,

is the smallest relation that contains parallel β-rewriting at
P when P is a set of parallel positions and that otherwise
satisfies the following property: let (O,K,Q) be a canonical

splitting of P , then v = wθ, where uK O
=⇒w and uK

Q
⊗=⇒ θ.

Orthogonal functional reductions can of course be catego-
rized by levels with the expected notation.

IV. CONFLUENCE

Preparation being now done, we can develop the confluence
proof. We first recall the basics of van Oostrom’s decreasing
diagrams technique, before to carry out that proof by induction
on the levels. Various properties of local sub-rewriting peaks
are considered first, that is, disjoint peaks, ancestor peaks, and
critical peaks, before to investigate local functional peaks and
local heterogeneous peaks. The objective will always be the
same: show that the considered local peak has a decreasing
diagram. We will then be ready for the confluence proof itself.

As a very first important task, we need to make clear which
rewrite relation is used in the confluence proof. Since

−−−−−→
(Rβ),n

⊆ ⊗=⇒
≤n
∪ B−−−→
R,n

⊆ −−−−→−→
(Rβ),≥n

.

the rewrite relation in λF is confluent on L iff the relation⋃
n≥0⊗=⇒≤n

∪ B−−−→
R,n

is confluent on L. We will actually use

an improved version of the latter:

Lemma 10:
O
⊗=⇒
≤n

⊆
P
⊗=⇒
n
−→−→
β,<n

with P ⊆ O.

Proof. Let u
O
⊗=⇒
≤n

v. The proof is by induction on |O|. If

O is empty, the result is clear. Otherwise, Q = {o ∈ O : u|o ∈

Ln} 6= ∅. Note that Q ⊆ Omin. Then, u
Q
⊗=⇒
n

u′
O\Q
⊗=⇒
≤n

, using

(H3) for those redexes in u′ that have been instantiated by the
rewrite at Q. We conclude by induction hypothesis. ♦

So, the rewrite relation we are interested in is indeed:⋃
n≥0

−→−→
β,<n

∪⊗=⇒
β,n
∪ B−−−→
R,n

A. Decreasing diagrams

In the following, we consider rewrite relations all of whose
elementary steps are equipped with a label belonging to some
well-founded set.

Definition 14 (Decreasing diagram [19]): Given a labeled
relation −→ on an abstract set equipped with a well-founded
order B, we denote by DS(m,n) the set of decreasing rewrite
sequences of the form u

δ−→−→ v or u
γ−→−→ s

n−→t δ−→−→ v such
that the labels in γ and δ are strictly smaller in the order than,
respectively, m, and, m or n. The steps labeled by γ, n and δ,
are called the side steps, facing step and middle steps of the
decreasing sequence, respectively.

Given a local peak v
m←−u n−→w, a decreasing (rewrite)

diagram is a pair of derivations from v and w to some common
term t, belonging to DS(m,n) and DS(n,m), respectively.

Decreasing rewrite diagrams are represented in Figure 1 and
abbreviated as DDs. Note that a facing step of a decreasing



u

v w

s s′

t t′

m n

γ Cm nB γ′

n

=

m

=δ Cm,n

This is a
decreasing
diagram

Fig. 1. Decreasing diagram

diagram may be missing, its side steps are then absorbed by the
middle ones. A decreasing diagrams is simple if it reduces to
its middle steps. A more general notion of decreasing diagram
appears in [20], we won’t need it here.

Theorem 1 ( [19]): A labeled relation is Church-Rosser if
all its local peaks have DDs.

The careful reader could object that our rewriting relations
work modulo =α on terms, rather than on =α-equivalence
classes of terms, and therefore we should have explicit =α-
steps, with a minimal label as required in the corresponding
extension of van Oostrom’s theorem to rewriting modulo [10].
Renaming of bound variables being so specific an equivalence,
we allow ourselves this little glitch, as is customary.

Our coming confluence proof is by induction on levels,
assuming the relation −→

Rβ,<n
is confluent. Local peaks to be

considered are between those three relations mentioned before,
and will always involve (at least) one step at level exactly n.

The label of a rewrite step will be a pair whose first argument
is the level of that step, and the second, the name of the rule
that is used (a technique called rule labeling). Arguments will
be compared lexicographically, hence DDs when considering
the level only will again be DDs with pairs as labels. Rule
names will be compared in a well-founded order >R, such
that the β-rule’s name 0 is maximal in >R. Rule names being
non-zero natural numbers, we feel sorry that this might be felt
counter-intuitive.

B. Decreasing diagrams for disjoint peaks

Disjoint peaks commute for all monotonic relations, as is the
case here of

⋃
n≥0−→−→

β,<n
∪⊗=⇒

n
∪ B−−−→
R,n

, yielding a diagram

reduced to its facing steps, which is therefore decreasing.

C. Decreasing diagrams for functional peaks

They are of three kinds that we consider in turn.
Two orthogonal rewrite steps originating from the same term

commute [18]: s⇐=⊗
n

u ⊗=⇒
n

t implies s⊗=⇒
≤m′

u ⇐=⊗
≤n′

t with

n′ ≤ n and m′ ≤ m by (H3), which is a decreasing diagram.
The same argument applies to peaks s←−←−

β,<n
u ⊗=⇒

n
t.

The induction hypothesis takes care of −→−→
β,<n

-local peaks.

D. Decreasing diagrams for ancestor sub-rewriting peaks

We consider now the case where a sub-rewriting rewrite
step takes place below some meta-variable X of a rule L→ R
used by the other rewrite. These peaks are therefore of two
kinds, depending whether the meta-variable X occurs linearly
or non-linearly in L.

Lemma 11: Assume −−−→
Rβ,<n

is confluent, and let

u
p

←−−−
R,n

C t B
p·o·q
−−−→
R,m

v with L(o) = X being a linear variable of

L. Then u and v are joinable by a DD.
Proof. In that case, m ≤ n and the two steps commute,

as for a disjoint peak, since equalization steps don’t apply to
linear variables. The obtain diagram is therefore decreasing.

Lemma 12: Assume n 6= 0, −−−→
Rβ,<n

is confluent, and let

s
p

←−−−
R,n

C u B
p·0·q
−−−→
R,m

v with L(o) = X being a non-linear meta-

variable of L. Then u and v are joinable by a DD.
Proof. By monotonicity, we can assume wlog that p = Λ. By

lemma 6, u = Llinσ
≥PFL−→−→
<n

s′ = Lτ
Λ−→
n
s = Rτ . By assump-

tion, Xσ
q−→
m
Xγ. By (H4), m < n. By confluence assumption,

Xτ −→−→
<n

v←−←−
<n

Xγ. Let θ be identical to τ except for X for

which its value is v. Then, s = Rτ −→−→
<n

Rθ
Λ←−
k
Lθ←−←−

<n
t. Since

τ−→θ, k ≤ n by (H3). We have got a DD. ♦

E. Decreasing diagrams for heterogeneous peaks

We now consider local peaks made of a rewrite step with
R on one side, and functional steps on the other side. Many
cases must be considered. We start with −→−→

β,<n
which is easy:

Lemma 13: Assume n 6= 0, −−−→
Rβ,<n

confluent, and let

s
p

←−−−
L→R,n

C u −→−→
β,<n

t. Then s and t are joinable be a DD.

Proof. We prove that s−→−→
β,<n

v
p

←−−−
L→R

Ct for some v, a DD, by

induction on the number of β-steps. Since β-steps operate on
L<n, they cannot occur at positions above p. The induction
step has therefore three cases, whether the β-step occurs at a
position q#p, below a linear variable of L (same proof as for
Lemma 11), or below a non-linear variable of L (same proof
as for Lemma 12).

We are left with a different kind of a local peak involving
an orthogonal β-step.

Lemma 14: Assume n 6= 0, −−−→
Rβ,<n

confluent, and let

s
p

←−−−
L→R,m

C u
O
⊗=⇒
k

t, with max(m, k)= n. Then, we have two

different cases:
• s⊗=⇒

k
−→−→
<k

p←−
R,n

t if k < n;

• s⊗=⇒
n
−→−→
<n

p⇐=
R,m

t if k = n.

Further, both diagrams are decreasing.

Proof. Since the pattern L is β-normal and the β-rule is
left-linear, the positions in O can only be disjoint from p, below
a variable of L, or strictly above p, so that O = O# ] Ol ]



Onl ]Op. Accordingly, we split the orthogonal step into four,

so that u
O#

⊗=⇒
k

u′
Ol
⊗=⇒
k

s′
Onl
⊗=⇒
k

w
Op
⊗=⇒
k

t, and by (H1), k ≥ m
hence n = k if Op 6= ∅.

Disjoint steps commute, hence s
O#

⊗=⇒
k

s′
p←−
R,m

u′. The step at

p commutes as well with the steps below linear variables of

L, hence s′
O′
l

⊗=⇒
k

v′
p←−
R,m

v. O′l may of course be different from

Ol, but O′l#O# since the former are below p and the latter

incomparable to p. As for the next step, we get v′
O′
nl

⊗=⇒
k

w′
p←−
R,m

w.

Again, O′nl may differ from Ol, but again, O′nl#(O# ] Ol),
since different variables occur at unrelated positions in a term.
The last step is slightly different, since positions in Op stand
above p, hence above Ol ] Onl as well as above O′l ] O′nl.
Since the β-rewrite rule is left-linear but not right-linear in

general, we get w′
Op
⊗=⇒
k

t′
p⇐=
R,m

t. To be formal, we should use

splitting here.

Let now O′ = O# ] O′l ] O′nl ] Op, Then, s
O′

⊗=⇒
k

t′. We

therefore get w′
O′

⊗=⇒
n

t′
p⇐=
R,m

t if k = n and w′
O′

⊗=⇒
k

w′
p←−
R,m

t if

n > k. In the former case, the diagram is decreasing because
the β-rule is maximal in B. In the latter, levels suffice to show
decreasingness. ♦

F. Decreasing diagrams for overlapping sub-rewriting peaks

Lemma 9 tells us that any overlapping peak reduces to
a closed instance of a critical higher-order peak. To get a
decreasing diagram for an overlapping peaks, we therefore
need to replace the instance of the critical higher-order peak
by its corresponding decreasing diagram, assuming it has one.
What we can compute, on the other hand, is a joinability
diagram for the critical peak, we therefore need to instantiate
that diagram before sticking it in, and get a decreasing diagram
for the overlapping peak. Instantiating any joinability diagram
by a well-layered substitution, however, may not result in
a decreasing diagram, even if this joinability diagram lokks
decreasing, since instantiating a rewrite step may change its
level. And, of course, the joinability diagram rewrites open
terms, which don’t belong to L, its rewrite steps don’t have
levels. This explains the need for the coming definition:

Definition 15: Assume that s Λ←−
L→R

u
p−→

G→D
t is a critical peak.

The joinability diagram s−→−→
Rβ
←−←−
Rβ

t is said to be stable

decreasing if, for all closed substitutions σ such that u is
layered, sσ R−→−→ R←−←− tσ is a DD for sσ Λ←−

L→R
uσ

p−→
G→D

tσ.

Lemma 15 (Critical peak lemma):
Let R a rewrite system satisfying (H1) to (H7) such that
−−−→
Rβ,<n

is confluent, all of whose critical peaks are joinable by

a stable DD if (H7) is satisfied, otherwise a stable simple DD.

Then, overlapping sub-rewriting peaks s
p

←−−−
R,n

C u B
q

−−−→
R,m

t

are joinable by a DD.

Proof. We can assume wlog that q ∈ p · FPos(L). By
Lemma 9, there are terms u′, v, w such that s−→−→

<n
v, t−→−→

<n
w

(t−→−→
<m

w if (H7) is not satisfied), and v
Λ←−
n
u′

p−→
m
w is an

instance of the critical pair of G→ D onto L→ R at position
p. By assumption and stability, this instance has a DD.

By (H2), m ≤ n. We assume first that m < n.
If (H7) is not satisfied, then the critical pair’s DD

has no facing step, and the whole joinability diagram
s−→
<n

v−→−→
<n
←−
<n

w−→−→
<n

t is therefore decreasing.
If (H7) is satisfied, the DD has a facing step, hence the whole

joinability diagram s−→
<n

v
<n−→−→←−

<n
←−
n
←−
<n

w←−
<m

is decreasing
again since m < n.

The slightly different case m = n is left to the reader. ♦

G. Confluence proof
We are now ready for carrying out the confluence proof.

We have considered all kinds of local peaks of the relation⋃
n−→−→
β,<n

∪⊗=⇒
β,n
∪ B−−−→
R,n

, and all have a decreasing diagram

with respect to the labelling on elementary proof steps. Hence,
by van Oostrom’s theorem, this relation is confluent on L,
provided it is confluent on L0, and therefore, −→

Rβ
is confluent

on L iff it is confluent on L0. This shows the main result of
this paper:

Theorem 2: Let R = Rc ∪ Ru be a set of rewrite rules
satisfying our assumptions (H1) to (H7). Assume further that
Rc defines a confluent rewrite relation on confined terms, and
that all critical peaks s Λ←−

L→R
u

p−→
G→D

of R involving at least one
rule of Ru have a stable DD with respect to our order on proof
steps. Then, λF has a confluent rewrite relation −→

Rβ
.

This result generalizes several other recent results.
Assume that Ru is a set of left-linear rules. Then, two

layers of terms are enough, (H1), (H2) and (H3) are trivially
satisfied since all non-confined terms inhabit L1 and (H4) is
void. Futher, all decreasing diagrams wrt rule-labelling are
stable decreasing, since in this case the level of a rewrite step
is entirely determined by the head of the redex, hence does
not change by instantiation. We then obtain the result of [1].

Assume further that Rc is empty. Then the set of confined
terms, L0, is the empty set, and the second layer L1 is
the set T of all closed terms. This shows that confluence
of the pure λ-calculus is preserved when adding left-linear
higher-order rewrite rules whose critical pairs have decreasing
joinability diagrams with respect to rule labeling. Indeed, linear
independence (H5) and absence of linear occur-checks (H6) are
always satisfied by a set of left-linear rewrite rules, as pointed
out in Section III-E, and (H7) is void in case all rules are
left-linear. This result is to be compared with a similar result
obtained in [7], whose proof requires Ru to be terminating
on pure λ-terms, the order on rule names being exactly the
same. It generalizes also the confluence result of [15], which is
restricted to simply typed λ-terms and a set Ru of terminating
rules, apart from the fact that the joinability diagram needs not
be decreasing wrt rule labelling, since it is already decreasing
wrt higher-order rewriting.



This shows the strength of Theorem 2.

H. Checking joinability diagrams for stable decreasingness

In addition to the assumptions (H1) to (H7), we have
assumed that each critical peak has a joinability diagram that
is stable decreasing, that is, all of whose ground instances are
decreasing diagrams. This does not come for free. Computing
a joinability diagram is easy. Showing it is stable decreasing is
a different matter, and will have to be checked one by one. In
practice, this is not that hard, and we suggest here sufficient
conditions that can be easily implemented.

Let s Λ←−
i:L→R

u
p−→

j:G→D
t be a critical peak. We assume now that

the meta-variables, or rather the pre-redexes, in the critical
peak have themselves levels, let LA be a level assignment for
them so that u has a level. Then, by (H2), s and t and all their
reducts have levels as well, hence, s Λ←−

i,n
u

p−→
j,m

t in LA, with

n ≥ m by (H2).
We consider first the case where the joinability diagram has

the form s
o−→
k

q←−
l

. Then, in LA, s o−→
k,m′

q←−
l,n′

, and since u ∈ Ln,

m ≥ m′ and n ≥ n′ by (H1). For this joinability diagram
to be decreasing, we need either one of the three following
conditions: (i)n > m′, n ≥ n′, or (ii) n = m,n > n′, n ≥ m′,
or (iii) n = m = n′ = m′ and {i, j} Bmul {k, l}, where the
index mul denotes the multiset extension of the order on rule
names.

Consider (i) first. By (H2), n ≥ n′, but n > m′ needs by
checked. In practice, this follows from the levels assigned to
the signature by the level typing system described in Section V.
Consider now (ii). Again, n ≥ m′ follows by (H2), and n > n′

should be checked. For (iii), it is enough to check the condition
on rule names. So, this joinability diagram is decreasing if
for every level assignments, either one of the three following
conditions is satisfied: (i) n > m′ (ii) n > n′ (iii) {i, j}Bmul
{k, l}. Of course, (iii) is nice since it does not refer to the
levels. But it may not always work, so the other two are useful
too.

This reasoning can of course be extended to more complex
joinability diagrams. In particular, condition (iii) extends easily:
let i1, . . . , in be the multiset of rule names occurring in the
joinability diagram. Then {i, j}B{i1, . . . , in} ensures that this
joinability diagram is stable decreasing.

V. LAYERING

The aim of the layering construction is to eliminate the
terms breaking confluence while retaining as many as possible
of those that don’t. We should further keep in mind that this
development is meant to be implemented, and should therefore
cooperate with our favourite dependent type system, whose
aim is also to eliminate (non-typable) terms. We will therefore
syntactically define layers by means of a typing system which
can easily be blended with the type-checking procedure of the
type system.

A. Term layering

A first step toward a stratification of terms satisfying
our assumptions is to have an annotation of variables with
the natural number layer they belong to. Since we need
to distinguish free from bound variables, we shall write an
abstraction as in λxn : u.t, where n is a non-zero level, and
on the other hand declare a free variable x as in x : n, as
already said. In the latter case, n = 0 is possible in order to
have variables in confined terms. When taking a subterm of
λxn : t.u, we need of course to declare the level n of the
variable x which may now occur free in t.

Symbols need be assigned a more complex layering ex-
pression so as to allow mixing layers together in a controlled
manner. Consider for instance the case of the non-linear rewrite
rule F(X,X)→ t. Well-layered instances of the left-hand side
of this rule are expected to replace X by terms of a strictly
lower level. A layering restriction ensuring this property is
∀t, u ∈ L≤n,F(t, u) ∈ Ln+1. In the general case, we need
annotating all symbols G of arity p with a tuple of p+1 levels
(k0, . . . , kp). In order to satisfy (H1), it is of course critical to
ensure that the ultimate codomain’s level is greater than all
levels in the tuple.

Definition 16: A level-type of arity n is a n + 1-tuple of
natural numbers (k0, . . . , kn), written k0 → · · · → kn, such
that ∀i, kn ≥ ki.

Definition 17: A layering assignment is composed of
• For each free variable x ∈ X , an assignment x : n to

some layer n > 0;
• For each confined symbol G ∈ Fc of arity n, the

assignment G : 0→ · · · → 0, level-type of arity n;
• For each non-confined symbol G ∈ Fu of arity n, the

assignment G : k0 → · · · → kn, level-type of arity n
such that ∀i 6= n : ki ≥ 0, and kn > 0.

Definition 18: Assuming given a layering assignment, we
define the following layering type system assigning terms to
layers:

x : n

x ∈ Ln
t ∈ Ln u ∈ Lk
(t u) ∈ Lmax(n,k,1)

t ∈ L≤n u ∈ L≤n
λxn : t.u ∈ Ln

G : k1 → · · · → kp → n ∀i : ui ∈ L≤ki
G(u1, . . . , up) ∈ Ln

When typing an abstraction, we need of course to modify
the layering assignment for typing u by adding the assignment
x : n and removing, if necessary, the previous assignment for
the same variable x.

Example 4: Terms of the pure λ-calculus are well-layered,
and all belong to layer Ln if all their variables, whether free or
bound, are assigned the same layer n. We can therefore have
one copy of the pure λ-calculus at each layer. We can also have
λ-terms that mix layers. For instance assuming A,B are terms
inhabiting layer k, the annotated λ-term ∆n = λxn :A.(x x)
inhabits layer n provided k ≤ n, and (∆n ∆n) then inhabits
layer n as well.



Assuming now the unary symbol F :n→ n+1 declared in
the layering assignment, the term λyn+1 :A. (y F(λxn :B.x))
belongs to layer Ln+1 for all A ∈ L≤n+1 and B ∈ L≤n. The
same term becomes ill-layered if B ∈ Ln+1. ♦

The following properties hold for all layering systems:
Lemma 16: Let t ∈ Ln.
1) (Partition): {Lm}m≥0 is a partition with L0 = Tc;
2) (Subterm) If tB u, then u ∈ L≤n;
3) (Stability) If u ∈ L≤i then t{xi 7→ u} ∈ L≤n;
4) (Beta) If t −→

β
u then u ∈ L≤n.

Proof.
0) By induction on m first, and secondly on the typing

of terms of level n. For the base case, we show that
Lo = Tc. This is because the only rules that apply are
the first one with n = 0 and the last one with a layering
declaration of the form G : 0→ . . .→ 0). Other rules
don’t apply by definition of a layering assignment.
For the induction step, we only need to show that terms
well-layered in Lm+1 can’t have been assigned a strictly
lower level. This is true with the first and last rules,
since a symbol can’t have two different declarations in a
layering assignment. This true of the abstraction, whose
level n is determined by its variable xn. Finally this is
true as well of applications: by induction hypothesis, this
is true of t and u. If both are confined terms, then the
application is in L1, otherwise in Lmax(n,k).

1) By induction on t and definition of level-types. The result
holds trivially in the base case t = u and follows from
the induction hypothesis in all other cases.

2) By induction on the size of t. If t = xi, then i = n and
t{xi 7→ u} = u ∈ L≤n. The other cases follow from the
induction hypothesis.

3) By induction on the size of t. If the β-step occurs in
a strict subterm we conclude by induction hypothesis.
Otherwise, t = (λxn :a.v w) and necessarily u, v, w ∈
L≤n. If xn doesn’t occur in v, then u = v ∈ L≤n.
Otherwise u = v{w/xn} and we conclude by (Stability).

B. Example

Let us assume a single rule rewrite system R =
{F(X,X) → X} and a layering assignement such that
F : 0→ 0→ 1.

Nested occurrences of F such as F(F(t, t),F(t, t)) can’t
be type-checked by the layering type system even if t is a
confined term. Indeed, F(t, t) will then inhabit L1 and the
whole term becomes ill-layered.

In order to type terms with multiple occurrences of F, F
should instead be assigned a polymorphic level-type ∀k : k →
k → k + 1. Then F(t, t) will inhabit some layer Lk for some
k depending upon which layer is inhabited by t, and the whole
term will inhabit layer k + 1.

Alternatively, it is possible to consider infinitely many
overloaded versions, Fk, of the F symbol, one for each natural
number k, with the level-type declaration k → k → k + 1.
In our example: if t inhabits L0, then F2(F1(t, t),F1(t, t))

inhabits L2. Since these type declarations are all different, they
satisfy the requirements of our layering type system.

In the latter system, the user needs to guess which layer
an F-headed term is going to belong to, while in the former,
polymorphism does the job for us. Of course, we need to
modify accordingly the last rule of the system by allowing for
the polymorphic level-type declaration of F.

As far as the properties of the layering system are concerned,
both systems are of course equivalent. We can therefore prove
them for the overloading system. First, properties of Lemma 16
hold for the overloaded layering system, which is just a
particular case of the layering type system we have given,
once symbols have been duplicated beforehand.

Lemma 17: The overloaded typing system defines layers
{Ln} that satisfy all properties (H1) to (H7).

Proof. Note first that {Ln}n is a partition of L by Lemma 16.
• (H0): by Lemma 16(1).
• (H1): by Lemma 16(2).
• (H2): Holds for β by Lemma 16(4). It also holds for

rewriting with the rule F(X,X)→ X , since any instance
Xσ, assuming Fk(X,X)σ is well-layered, inhabits layer
k − 1 thanks to the level-type declarations.

• (H3): by Lemma 16(3)
• (H4): Assuming Fn(X,X ′)σ ∈ Ln+1, then Xσ ∈ Ln

thanks to the level-type declarations.
• (H5), (H6) and (H7): All easily checked since the only

rule has no non-trivial subterm.
Theorem 3: Rewriting with the non-left-linear rule

F(X,X)→ X preserves the confluence of β on well-layered
terms generated by the level-type declaration F : ∀k : k →
k → k + 1.
Proof. Rc is empty therefore confluent. There is no non-critical
pair in Ru. By Lemma 17, all assumptions (H1) to (H7) are
satisfied. We conclude using Theorem 2.

To our knowledge, this is the first characterization of a
set of terms containing all pure λ-terms for which the rule
F(X,X)→ X preserves confluence of the β-rewrite rule.

We could of course consider all three rules of the introduc-
tion, even together, the result would still hold. The level-type
declaration for the signature used in the last rule should be:

c, u : ∀k : k → k+1→ k+1

C. Extensions

The set of well-layered terms contains many terms that are
not even typable. In particular all pure λ-terms are well-layered.
This includes ∆n := λxn.(x x), and even non-terminating
terms such as the ill-typed (∆ ∆) or fixpoint operators.

However some terms are excluded that are well-typed.
Consider for instance the typing assignment F : A→ A→ A.
Then the term λx :A.F(x, x) is easily typed with A→ A, yet
no layer assignment for x allows it to be well-layered.

An easy way to extend the results of this paper to a wider set
of terms would be to consider more relaxed layering inference
rules. For instance, rather than n-arities, variables and symbols
could be assigned arbitrary simple types whose base types



are natural numbers. The layering rules are then the typing
rules of the simply typed λ-calculus which allow to derive
λx :A.F(x, x) : n→ n+ 1. Layers can then be defined as the
largest base type occurring in a simple type.

It is however critical to forbid layer-decreasing products
from the considered set of simple types. Indeed, a term layer-
typed by a layer-decreasing product, say t : n+ 1→ n, would
yield, when applied, a term (t u) inhabiting Ln, hence breaking
(H1) since u : n + 1 > n. Besides, in order to keep terms
from the pure λ-calculus, such as ∆, this simple type system
should allow arbitrary applications within a layer. This can be
achieved by considering the following equivalence between
simple types n ≡ n→ n which allows to have ∆ : n.

In this extended setting, the term λz :A.F(F(z, z),F(z, z))
can be well-layered (at level 2) using two differently layered
versions of F. It is however worth noting that the following
well-typed term t, which β-reduces to it, cannot be well-layered.

t = λz :A. (λy : (A→A).(y (y z) (y z)) λx :A.F(x, x))

Similarly the term λy :A→A.λz :A. (y F(z, (y z))) is well-
typed but no level-type can be assigned to the variable y that
would make the whole term well-layered.

VI. CONCLUSION

Our confluence result is the first we know of which goes
beyond Klop’s unexpected observation that non-left-linear rules
break the confluence property of the pure λ-calculus. As we
have shown, it captures many existing others, including [1].

Besides being new, we believe that our result opens a research
path sketched in Section V, whose goal is to accept more and
more layered terms, until, possibly, all dependently-typed terms
(hence including all closed instances of the left-hand sides of a
given non-left-linear system) pass the test. Perhaps, this is not
always possible, and it would then be important to know why.

On the practical side, it has been observed that higher-
order non-left-linear rewrite rules are often hard to avoid when
embedding rich logical systems into logical frameworks such
as ISABELLE or DEDUKTI. The case of polymorphic universes
is a paradigmatic example in this respect. A preliminary, partial
attempt to encode polymorphic universes was first considered
in [1] using a confined level of first-order algebraic expressions
encoding the universes which had non-left-linear rules, kept
separated from the rest of the embedding system which used
left-linear higher-order rules. The results of this paper extend
this work by considering successive layers of higher-order
terms and can therefore be used to show the confluence of
more complex systems such as the ones introduced in [6].

It remains to be seen whether confluence on a restricted set
of layered terms is enough to guarantee that a type system
relying on rewrite rules is well-behaved. In an ideal world, all
well-typed terms should be well-layered. In practice, however,
having a restricted subset of layered terms is acceptable
provided it is large enough to represent all expected objects,
such as the image by a translation of a system we want to
encode, for example, COQ with polymorphic universes.

Another research path would be to adapt to non-left-linear
rules other confluence criteria developed for left-linear rules,
for example assuming R is terminating [7], or allowing β-
rewrite steps to be smaller than the other steps at some (not
necessarily all) levels [8].
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VII. ANNEX

u =

L

σ ∪ τ

p

γ ∪ θ

G

s′ = Lσ′τ = Hδ

s = Rσ′τ = Rδ

Hϕ = Lστ [Gγ′θ]p = t′

Lστ [Dγ′θ]p = t
u′ = Lρ = Hρ

= Lρ[Gρ]p

v = Rρ Lρ[Dρ]p = w

≥ FH < n

Λ n ≥ FH

< m or
< n and (H7)Λ ≤ n

C

< m ≥ FH

m p≥ FH

< n ≤ m p

B

Confluence
(Ind. Hyp.)

Monotonicity
Stability

Monotonicity
Stability

This is where the critical
pair’s decreasing diagram
is going to be sticked in

above the fat line, H

Fig. 2. Critical pair lemma: Lemma 9


